Deep learning (DL) training-as-a-service (TaaS) is an important emerging industrial workload. TaaS must satisfy a wide range of customers who have no experience and/or resources to tune DL hyper-parameters (e.g., mini-batch size and learning rate), and meticulous tuning for each user's dataset is prohibitively expensive. Therefore, TaaS hyper-parameters must be fixed with values that are applicable to all users. Unfortunately, few research papers have studied how to design a system for TaaS workloads. By evaluating the IBM Watson Natural Language Classfier (NLC) workloads, the most popular IBM cognitive service used by thousands of enterpriselevel clients globally, we provide empirical evidence that only the conservative hyper-parameter setup (e.g., small mini-batch size) can guarantee acceptable model accuracy for a wide range of customers. Unfortunately, smaller mini-batch size requires higher communication bandwidth in a parameter-server based DL training system. In this paper, we characterize the exceedingly high communication bandwidth requirement of TaaS using representative industrial deep learning workloads. We then present GaDei, a highly optimized shared-memory based scale-up parameter server design. We evaluate GaDei using both commercial benchmarks and public benchmarks and demonstrate that GaDei significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art parameter-server based implementation while maintaining the required accuracy. GaDei achieves near-best-possible runtime performance, constrained only by the hardware limitation. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, GaDei is the only scale-up DL system that provides fault-tolerance.
I. Introduction
When deployed on the cloud, deep learning (DL) training-as-a-service (TaaS) faces unique challenges: different customers upload their own training data and expect a model of high prediction accuracy returned shortly. Unlike academic researchers, customers have neither expertise nor resources to conduct timeconsuming hyper-parameter (e.g., learning rate, minibatch size) tuning. Hyper-parameter tuning itself is an unsolved and challenging research topic and the tuning process is usually prohibitively expensive [7] , [18] . The goal of TaaS is to provide all users an unified DL model and the common hyper-parameter setup which delivers cutting-edge model accuracy. By studying real IBM Watson TaaS workloads, we realize that (1) Large batch sizes can incur significant accuracy loss and (2) Low communication frequency decreases model quality. As a result, industrial practitioners adopt conservative hyper-parameter setup (e.g., small minibatch size and small learning rate and a large number of training epochs). Note that a training system that can accelerate such a conservative setup can easily accelerate less restrictive setup.
We introduce GaDei, a high-performance scale-up parameter server design, aiming to efficiently coordinate the model synchronization among GPUs located on the same machine. GaDei strives to pipeline the entire model synchronization, overlapping all the model training and data movement phases to eliminate GPU stalls. Specifically, GaDei implements three system optimizations: (1) Communication via minimum memory copies (2) Lock-free Hogwild! style weights update rule (3) On-device double buffering, along with GPU multistreaming, to pipeline model trainings and parameter movements. GaDei enables training with small minibatch size, which mitigates the staleness issue to guarantee model convergence. By evaluating GaDei on a diverse set of real-world deep learning workloads, we demonstrate that GaDei is able to efficiently exploit the bandwidth offered by the commodity scale-up servers, providing faster convergence with significantly higher training speedups compared to existing open-source solutions, such as mpiT and DPT.
Overall, this work has made the following contributions: 1) We have identified the key challenges in designing a training-as-a-service system: Hyper-parameters must be set conservatively (e.g., small mini-batch size and high model communication frequency) to guarantee model accuracy. 2) We have designed and implemented GaDei, a highly-optimized parameter server system, to deliver scale-up and resilient training for TaaS work-loads on multi-GPU servers. GaDei enables efficient multi-learner training for arbitrary type of neural networks (e.g., CNN, RNN). The design principle of GaDei is independent from the underlying gradient-calculation building-blocks and can complement any open-source DL frameworks (e.g., Torch [10] , Caffe [12] , and TensorFlow [4] ). 3) We have proved that GaDei's system design guarantees both model convergence and deadlock-free.
To the best of our knowledge, GaDei is the only scale-up parameter server design that provides both fault-tolerance and deadlock-free guarantee. We have systematically evaluated GaDei's performance by using 6 deep learning workloads with 3 state-of-the-art deep learning models. Evaluation results demonstrate GaDei often outperforms state-of-the-art solutions by an order of magnitude.
Due to space limit, we encourage readers to refer our techical report [11] for details of the characterisitics of TaaS workloads, theoretical proof, program verfication and implementation details.
II. Communication Bandwidth Requirement in TaaS
NLC (Natural Language Classifier) is IBM Watson's most popular cognitive services and it is used by thousands of enterprise-level users in the world. The core of NLC is a convolutional neural network. In this section, we measure the computation time for different minibatch sizes(i.e. μ) over NLC workloads and public image classification workloads. We then calculate the minimum memory bandwidth requirement to achieve any speedup when ASGD protocol is employed. Finally, we demonstrate why none of the existing scale-out or scale-up solution can accelerate NLC workloads. Each learner's execution loop consists of three components: T train (gradient calculation), T pull (pull weights), T push (push gradients). Each parameter server's execution loop contains three components: T receive (receive gradients), T apply (apply weights update), and T send (send weights). When μ is large, T train + T pull + T push T receive + T apply + T send ; when μ is small, time spent on PS becomes the critical path. In ASGD, sending weights and receiving gradients operations may overlap. To achieve any speedup, we then must have T train ≥ (T receive + T apply ) 1 . Note that the apply update operation is memory-bound level 1 BLAS operation. Combined memory bandwidth between GPU and CPU (gradients transfer) and memory bandwidth used in CPU DRAM (weights update) are of the same order of magnitude. Further, gradients and weights are of the same size. We now can infer the required overall communication bandwidth to observe any speedup is at least 2×ModelSize TrainTime perminibatch . For NLC workload and image 1 (i)Apply update and receive gradients cannot overlap, since apply update can only start when gradients are fully received (ii) Assuming learner can push gradients and receive weights instantaneously recognition workload, Table I Table I , it is easy to see a 10GB/s bandwidth network is required to achieve any speedup for NLC workloads with the appropriate mini-batch size. In addition, to achieve X-fold (X > 1) speedup, we need to multiply RB by a factor of X. Such a demanding bandwidth is beyond the capacity of advanced network techniques (e.g., RDMA). Note RB is also quite close to the peak memory bandwidth (e.g., PCI-e, DRAM), which indicates any extra memory copy may make speedup impossible. Thus, it is natural to infer that the only viable PS architecture is a tightly coupled multi-GPU system collocated on the same server that minimizes data copies and enables learners to asynchronously push gradients and pull weights.
Why existing scale-up solutions are insufficient ? Among popular open-source deep learning frameworks, Caffe [12] , Torch [10] and TensorFlow [4] support multi-GPU training on the same node. However, they are designed for tasks where heavy hyper-parameter tuning is allowed so a larger mini-batch size may be appropriate (e.g., 256). It is easy to see from Table I that it requires much higher communication bandwidth to support a small mini-batch than to support a large mini-batch. In addition, Caffe and TensorFlow only support SSGD on one node. Some of the NLC workloads require mini-batch size to be as small as 2, which means Caffe and TensorFlow can at most make use of 2 GPUs (e.g., each GPU works with a mini-batch size of 1). Torch is the only open-source DL framework that supports both SSGD (via DPT) and ASGD (via mpiT) on a single-node. However, as demonstrated in Section V-C, neither DPT nor mpiT can efficiently use the memory bandwidth on the same node. Furthermore, none of the existing solutions provide a fault-tolerance mechanism in the scale-up setting.
III. Design and Implementation

A. Overall Design
GaDei strives to minimize memory copy and enable high-concurrency to maximize communication bandwidth utilization. Figure 1 depicts its design. To minimize memory copy, PS and learners use a sharedmemory region to exchange gradients and weights. Each learner has a fixed number of slots in the producerconsumer queue, thus the entire system can be viewed as λ 2 single-producer-single-consumer queues. PS updates weights in place (i.e., HogWild! style). We use 4 openmp threads and unroll weights update loop 8 times to maximize DRAM throughput. To maximize system concurrency, each learner creates two additional threads -push thread and pull thread. On the same GPU device, each learner maintains an on-device gradient staging buffer; so that after a learner finishes gradient calculation it can store the gradients in the buffer, and continue the next gradient calculation without waiting for the completion of push. On-device memory bandwidth is usually several hundreds of GB/s, which is much faster than device-host memory bandwidth (typically ∼10 GB/s). By buffering gradients on the same device, learner can train continuously while the push thread is pushing gradients to PS. Similarly, each learner also maintains a weights staging buffer on the same device. Learners do not communicate with each other, they only communicate with parameter server. PS iterates over the gradient queues in a roundrobin fashion and it busy-loops when all the queues are empty. PS does not yield CPU via a conditional variable wait, because PS demands the most CPU cycles to process gradients and it is beneficial to have PS takeover gradients whenever they are ready. A Learner's main thread calculates gradients on GPU's default stream. The learner's main thread communicates its push thread via a producer-consumer queue of size 1. The push thread operates on a separate stream so that it can send gradients in concurrent with the learner thread calculating the gradients. The learner's main thread communicates with the pull thread in a similar fashion. If the weights in the learner thread is current (i.e. has the same timestamp as the weights on PS), pullThd skips the pull request in this iteration. By default, the PS updates weights in a lock-free fashion (e.g., an incarnation of HogWild! algorithm [15] ). GaDei also supports protecting weight updates from concurrent pulling via a read-write-lock. 
B. Verification of GaDei's communication protocol
Due to the space limit, we prove GaDei is deadlock-free and verify GaDei's liveness property in a companion arXiv paper [11] .
C. Fault-tolerance
In GaDei, each learner and the PS has its own address space, learners and PS communicate via mmaped memory. This approach is similar to Grace [6] , which transforms multi-threaded program to multiprocess program communicating via shared memory. When GaDei starts, learners and PS mmap the same memory file, which pre-allocated gradient queues, shared weights, and thread related synchronization variables (e.g., mutexes and condition variables, both with PTHREAD_PROCESS_SHARED attributes set).
PS periodically communicates with the watchdog process to log its progress and checkpoint the parameters. When n learners unexpectedly die (n < λ , λ is the number of learners), PS continues to process gradients collected from alive learners so that failures from the dead learners are naturally isolated. Note PS is stateless in that it only needs to process a fixed number of gradients without considering which learners produced the gradients. If all learners die, PS no longer makes progress, thus the watchdog process kills the PS and restarts PS and learners from the last checkpoint. If a learner dies when holding a lock, PS will hang when it tries to grab the lock. Thus the watchdog process will later detect the failure and take action. Alternatively, one may set the robust attribute of pthread mutex so that when PS is grabbing the lock it can notice the failed learner and skip checking that learners' gradient queue.
IV. Methodology
A. Software
We use open source toolkit Torch [10] as the building block to calculate the gradients of neural nets. Torch is a scientific computing framework based on Lua/LuaJIT with both CPU and CUDA backends. Torch has been widely used both in industry (e.g., Facebook, Google Deepmind, and IBM) and in academic community. Researchers at Google [4] , Bosch [5] , and Facebook [9] have benchmarked several commonly used open-source deep learning frameworks (e.g. Caffe, Theano, Torch, and Tensorflow) and found that Torch usually outperforms other frameworks. In addition, Torch is the only framework that supports ASGD on one-node. Figure ? ?. AlexNet [14] and VGG [17] are the de facto standard models in the field of image recognition. [13] and ImageNet [16] . We train CIFAR using VGG model and we train ImageNet using AlexNet model. We use the widely-adopted hyper-parameter setup, as described in [19] , [8] , to train CIFAR and ImageNet tasks to demonstrate no accuracy loss is incurred. Table II records the task description and training data statistics.
C. Hardware
The experiments have been conducted on the Softlayer cloud 3 . The server is equipped with two Intel Xeon E5-2690-V3 processors. Each processor has 12 real cores, clocked at 2.66GHz per core. To enable the best possible PS CPU processing speed, we turn off SMT. The CPU memory capacity is 128GB, with peak memory bandwidth 40GB/s. There are two NVIDIA Tesla K80s installed on the server. Each K80 has two GPUs. Totally there are four GPUs on the server with a total 16 TFlops. The bus interface of K80 is PCIe 3.0 x16, with a 12Gbps bi-directional bandwidth each lane.
V. Experiment Results
In this section, we evaluate GaDei's ability to achieve GaDei can achieve speedup using much smaller minibatch size than any other tools. Section V-D discusses GaDei's ability to handle fault-tolerance and GPU oversubscription.
A. Convergence result
In Figure 2 we plot the model accuracy w.r.t the training epochs when using 1,2,3,4 learners. Joule and Watt converge to 60% , Age 80%, Yelp 62%, CIFAR 90%, ImageNet 55%. Model accuracy reaches the same level (±1%) of accuracy as the single learner system within the same number of training epochs. GaDei converges to the same level of accuracy as the single-learner SGD using the same number of epochs. This demonstrates a tightly-coupled system such as GaDei can mostly avoid the staleness issue introduced in a typical ASGD system, when using small minibatch size. Table III records the single-learner performance baseline for comparison. In Figure 3 , the speedup performance of GaDei is plotted. When running on challenging commercial IBM Watson NLC workloads, GaDei can achieve on average 1.5X -3X speedup when using up to 4 learners. When running on public image recognition benchmark tasks, GaDei achieves near linear speedup. Dividing the total amount of data transferred between learners and parameter server by the total runtime, the memory bandwidth utilized by GaDei is reported in Table IV . When running Watson workloads on 4 GPUs, GaDei sustains 36-55GB/s bandwidth, which is close to the hardware limit.
B. Speedup Results and Memory Bandwidth Analysis
GaDei achieves linear speedup on public dataset and model, and achieves good speedup on challenging com- mercial workload. GaDei comes close to saturating the hardware memory bandwidth.
C. Compare with DPT and mpiT
We compare GaDei's speedup with that of mpiT and DPT, two state-of-the-art scale-up deep learning training frameworks. Figure 4 shows that GaDei consistently outperforms other tools. For NLC workload, DPT and mpiT actually slow down the execution. DPT has inferior , which traditionally does not provide fault-tolerance mechanism. DPT orchestrates multiple learners in the same process, thus when one learner fails, the entire process is killed. Further, nccl implements blocking collective operations, and their behavior in the presence of failure is not defined.
To the best of our knowledge, GaDei is the only scaleup deep learning system that supports fault-tolerance. GaDei supports over-subscription of GPUs , i.e., run λ learners over N GPUs, where λ > N. We are also able to deploy 16 learners on 4 GPUs for NLC tasks to study their convergence behavior as if we had a 16-GPU server installation.
VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we focus on the system design challenges for emerging training-as-a-service (TaaS) workloads. By analyzing the characteristics of representative industrial workloads, we identify that to satisfy diverse customer requirements, a TaaS system needs to choose conservative hyper-parameter setup (e.g., small mini-batch size). We provide both empirical evidence and theoretical justification for such a design choice. We then characterize the communication bandwidth requirement for TaaS workloads and conclude that none of the state-of-the-art solutions can satisfy this requirement. We present GaDei, a scale-up deep learning framework, that maximizes communication bandwidth utilization in a tightly-coupled system. GaDei enables efficient multi-learner training for arbitrary type of neural networks (e.g., CNN, RNN). We further verify the correctness of the GaDei's communication protocol. Our evaluation results demonstrate that GaDei significantly outperforms state-of-the-art scale-up solutions on industrial workloads and public workloads, usually by an order of magnitude. In addition, GaDei provides faulttolerance, which is missing in other scale-up solutions.
